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HAVE FUN AND MAKE MONEY



Preface
Our project, "Hero Snake," will be one of the pioneers in a new 
trend with differentiated solutions for the oversaturated game-fi 
market:

• Combining simple gameplay with quality and attractive 
graphics, along with the economic model of GameFi

• Many attractive game modes and rewards create opportunities 
to multiply accounts quickly thanks to the player's own tactics 
and skills. 

• In-game items are NFT with blockchain technology to make 
transactions easy     and secure, the most transparent.

• The unique issuance mechanism of E-NFT (NFT shares) helps 
investors participate in investing, operating, and receiving 
profits from the project.

We learn about this interesting project and how we will solve the 
market's dilemmas together.
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 Games have become an indispensable part of 

life, serving people's entertainment needs

 The current game market is booming with many 

different game genres (strategy, action, role-

playing, shooting, moba, etc.).

 However, some game genres with very high 

difficulty are only suitable for a certain part of 

the player

 The gamefi market in general and the Herocoin ecosystem in 

particular really need a game with simple gameplay that is easy 

to get used to and can be played anywhere, anytime, with 

anyone, while remaining tactical, competitive, and financially 

sound.

 Predatory snakes are the most basic game genre from the 

1980s on coin-operated consoles, followed by black and white 

phones. Therefore, it is suitable for many ages of players and 

always creates a sense of belonging for everyone.

1. Hero Snake - The future of “Fun To Earn”



1. Hero Snake - The future of 

“Fun To Earn”

 Hero Snake is a complete combination of an NFT game 

platform and an arcade game from the Herocoin

ecosystem, using HBG tokens and built on the Binance

Smart Chain (BSC) platform.

 Hero Snake Gameplay is simple but creates a fun 

experience that attracts players, and this genre is 

suitable for the majority of players of many ages.

 Moreover, Hero Snake also inherits the economic 

mechanism of GameFi to generate income for players 

from his own gaming activities.

 With fun gameplay and GameFi economic mechanics, 

Hero Snake will be the future of the "Fun To Earn" trend.

The Future Of “Fun To Earn”



STORYLINE

In the Omega universe, there are giant snake-like entities

called Snakespace that eat stars and galaxies and create

new galaxies if they die. One day, an individual in the

species accidentally discovers the gateway to the parallel

world, the Pinwheel Galaxy. This snake, which has evolved

into the most powerful entity by eating Genesis, returns to

its universe to create a life-and-death battle to find

powerful individuals called Hero Snake, accompanying the

journey to swallow all parallel universes.



Character

 To own snakes, players need to buy and open 

Space Snake Eggs in the shop or from other 

players.

 There are four different rarities of snakes: 

common, rare, epic, and legendary.

 When opening eggs, depending on their luck, 

players will receive snakes or rewards of 

different rarities.

REWARD RATIO

HERONIUM 9.5%

COMMON 15%

RARE 65%

EPIC 10%

LEGEND 0.5%



READ MORE

 Players place a minimum bet of 1,000 Heroniums and 

a maximum bet of 100,000 Heronium; the size of the 

snakes will be proportional to the bet.

 This heronium will be distributed evenly throughout 

the pool and will be harvested by the player.

BEFORE GOING TO WAR:

 Defeat enemy snakes, eat the Heronium on the map, and defend your snake as it 

approaches the space door.

 Space Doors: Those are escape gates that you can use to exit the game without 

losing your Heronium holdings. They appear randomly and don't last long, so pay 

attention and act quickly.

SURVIVAL:

2. Gameplay 

Emphasizes 

Entertainmen

ENTERTAINMENT



FOOD SUPPLY:

Food is always spread evenly throughout the match to 

energize the surviving warriors.

FEES FOR PARTICIPATING IN: 

When you are defeated or exit the gate, the system will 

collect 5% of the tokens you receive. 

2. Gameplay Emphasizes 

Entertainment

ENTERTAINMENT

BEING BEATEN UP IS NOT THE END: 

When your snake is defeated, don't worry because you 

will still receive 30% of the tokens earned in the room 

and the remaining 70%: 10% will go to your beater, and 

60% will be scattered right where you were defeated.



2. Gameplay Emphasizes Entertainment

ENTERTAINMENT

The token you receive after you are defeated will be divided into sections as follows:

:

CHARACTER RARITY
% TOKEN WIL BE 

RECEIVED

% TOKENS DROPPING 

ON THE GAME FLOOR
% TOKEN FOR LOSERS

FREE 25% 70% 5%

COMMON 32% 58% 10%

RARE 35% 53% 12%

EPIC 40% 45% 15%

LEGEND 45% 37% 18%

Golden (E-NFT) 50% 30% 20%



3. What Does Hero Snake bring you?
PROFIT

Build on the Binance Smart Chain platform with huge trading volume, 
rapidly moving assets between networks, and competitive transaction 
costs.

01
Using blockchain technology to help prevent censorship and 
interference from publishers.

02
Simple gameplay necessitates high tactics in order to create an 
engaging experience..

03
The Herocoin ecosystem behind Solidly is a sure springboard for 
the Hero Snake project to develop.

04
The S-NFT (sleeping NFT) mechanism helps remove all barriers
between Web2 and Web3. Now, just have a Gmail account, and 
you can register an account at Herosnake.io without having to 
have a complicated blockchain wallet.



 Hero Snake transcends Web3 and Web2 boundaries, providing a completely different experience with the 

sleeping NFT service.

 Simply put, when a user registers to create an account with Gmail, the project will provide an on-chain 

wallet that "keeps" the player's assets; after the player connects his on-chain wallet, the project will 

automatically transfer those assets back to the player's wallet.

 The special feature is that players who have or have not connected to an on-chain wallet can easily 

transact with each other and have absolutely no difference in experience, thereby making the game more 

accessible to all audiences of all ages.

Sign up easily by email

Easy to buy and sell 

No E-wallet required

Synchronize the experience

S-NFT SERVICE (Sleeping Nft)

3. WHAT DOES HERO SNAKE BRING YOU?



1. Play game:

Activities:

The player's task is to control his snakes around a large area 

and eat stars and galaxies to increase their size. If your 

snake's head collides with any part of another snake, your 

snake will die, and your body will turn into stars and galaxies 

for other players to consume.

2. Owning snakes: 

Players proceed to open 

Snake Eggs to receive their 

own snakes, thereby using 

them to conquer the Hero 

Snake world.



4. To Upgrade:

• The levels of snakes will be raised based on the number of

tokens earned from battles and the number of battles you

fight in.

• Through each battle, your snake will gain more experience,

grow in size, and dominate the game room.

• Through each battle, your snake will gain more experience,

grow in size, and dominate the game room.

3. Trading in the market: 
Similar to other games in the Herocoin ecosystem, you can use your HBG token to buy and sell NFT 
exchanges with others.



ATTRACTIVE TOURNAMENT 

SYSTEM

HEROSNAKE.IO

 Task system by day, week, and 

month

Storage service testing system

 Ranking system by day, 

week, month, and quarter

 Quarterly ranking final round 

system 

6. Mission 7. Ranking

 The tournament will be held once a month consisting of 

10 fighting rooms, each with 100 players

 Each room will select the only person who still exists to enter the 

final arena

 Bet: $10 Heronium

 The prize is the total number of participants and a large 

amount of Heronium from the project extracted from the 

P2E fund.

5. Tournament:



4. DEVELOPMENT POLICY

DEVELOPMENT POLICY

 Commission to buy agent rights:

 Agent purchase fee: $100/month

 Commission to buy agent 50%

 All payments in HBG

B2E Commission (Battle to Earn): The direct referrer 

will receive the number of tokens equal to 0.1% of the 

referral's trading volume when participating in B2E

Commission directly



 Unlimited number of levels to receive commissions

 Receive 20% of same-level income on an unlimited number of floors

 If referees use any copper/resources to battle, pay that bronze commission.

 The commission is paid on the first Monday of the week, then reset the condition.

LEVEL % VOLUME 

INDIVIDUAL VOLUME 

CONDITIONS TAKING PART IN 

B2E

INDIVIDUAL VOLUMES OF THE 

TEAMS PARTICIPATING IN B2E

Diamond 1.0% $50 / week $500 / week

Royale 1.2% $100 / week $1.000 / week

Crowd 1.6% $150 / week $1.500 / week

Backer Commission
 0,25% system-wide volume

 If referees use any copper/resources to battle, pay that bronze commission

Agency Commissions

4. DEVELOPMENT POLICY



5. Release Mechanism

RELEASE MECHANISM

Hero Snake uses a new release mechanism called the 

NFT Knife. The project will issue 2.500 NFT community 

shares (include 2.000 shares for sale and 500 shares for 

the dev team) with different use cases:

• Sharing profits: In the beginning, all profits will be shared with 

holders who own NFT shares until fully paidback. Then the profit will 

be divided 5-5 between the issuer and the holder.

• Project administration: The owners of this NFT will have the right to 

vote and for changes and updates to the middle game.

• Play game: These special NFTs also correspond to the legendary 

Golden Snake. Players who own them will have in-game advantages 

as well as prove their class to new players, as Golden Gun owners 

can be considered the owners of the game.

READ MORE



Cash flow diagram
herosnake.io

(After repaying the community) READ MORE

Fees for participating in 

the game: 5%

Develop Commission: 
2.35%

Commission Directly: 0.1%

Agency Commissions: 1.6% max

Co-level commission: 0.4% max

Backer Commission: 0.25%

Profit: 2.65% Pool Profit

Divide by E-NFT 
owner

Divide for the DEV 
team



SELLING ROUND

For each E-NFT player there should be 10 active users below

500 NFT

$1.000/NFT

BNB/HBG

Buy 4 get 1 free, allowed to buy 
50% with Lucky Hero Pool

500 NFT

$1.000/NFT

BNB/HBG

Buy 4 get 1 free

LOYALTY ROUND PRIVATE SALE PRE-SALE

1.000 NFT

$1.000/NFT

BNB/HBG

Buy 9 get 1 free
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Fundraising amount will be allocated:

5. RELEASE MECHANISM

 Pool rewards: 50%

 Project operating costs in the first year

 Technology: 20%
 Marketing: 10%
 Market: 10%

 Backup and risk manager: 10%

The reward pool will be used to pay rewards as 

well as create community activities (fights, game 

printing events, etc.) to develop the number of 

players.



THANK YOU


